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ANY OTHER THURSDAY
Rebecca Egan

I suppose I am like the quilt. Small
pieces sewn together to make a whole. But
to think of a quilt is to think of the things
done beneath it. Adult hands swing the pendulum
from childhood to crime scene. And what
a smoulder. What a secret aflame. It could be
any other Thursday where you turned from body to
machine gun. From family to fire. I want
to see any other quilt than this one. The one
where the secrets are hidden. Of summer turned
slaughterhouse. Of girlhood fermented.
A Thursday where there is softness not stifled
screams into the pillow. I want to be a quilt
that sewed herself back together. I want
to swing the pendulum back. Make it just
another Thursday. A signal I survived.
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Kateryna Bortsova
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A CERTAIN SOMEONE
Julie Iannone

THE punch to my face was catastrophic. For a moment, I

believed that Charlotte’s fiancé had separated my head from my
body, and it just lay there on the kitchen floor, soft and coated with
grit like the nectarines I sometimes buy. It should have occurred
to me, when I said to him, go on, I’ve been hit before, that I have
since grown old.
Charlotte McGuinn was sent to my home by the agency
because I was too pathetic to do my own injections. Half-asleep
on the couch, I felt two cold hands cup my face. I hooked my
arm behind me, letting it hang until she caught on and found my
glasses.
Mr. Vogel, your front door is wide open, Charlotte said,
pointing in disbelief.
Windy, I said.
She felt my forehead.
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Do you know where you are? she asked.
The Nest, I said, fluffing the twisted blankets.
Charlotte dragged her mammoth medical bag to my feet and
hoisted me into a seated position. She fixed my glasses by brushing
her fingers through my hair. I could see that she was young and
pretty with brown eyes, a freckled nose, and pointed chin. As she
rubber-gloved her hands, I noticed she wore an engagement ring,
but no wedding band. I wondered if she would still cater to slobs
like me when she was married.
The first shot went right in my ass, which Charlotte carefully
disinfected. It was a beta-something drug for stage three cancer.
Not STAGE FOUR, but on its way. She rolled up my sleeve for the
second shot.
Does this mean something? she asked, grazing my pyramid
tattoo.
Serenity, I said. Got that one in Singapore.
She moved to the other arm and stuck me in my woman
with skulls for breasts. That’s just what it is, I told her, kind of
embarrassed.
I knew that Charlotte’s father, if she had one, would know my
music, maybe own some albums, but I’m not one to bring that up,
even if it means gifting someone with a story.
Are you still with the Highlands? she asked.
Who told you I play for the Highlands?
Charlotte nodded to the wall where a photo was mounted of me
and Frankie Hollins, teenagers perched on the hood of a Firebird
we didn’t own. Of course, Frankie she would recognize no matter
how skinny or shaggy. He is his own entity, whereas I sweat all
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over my Les Paul and go home.
I told Charlotte about my hiatus. I wasn’t that much of an
invalid, but guitars are heavy and musicians can’t go to bed before
nine.
She was listening to my lungs when she announced her
approval of “Pendulum,” a song I had written for the Highlands’
sophomore album. I thanked her, but I never liked that song after
writing it. I thought it was better than it actually was.
Do you write the words first or the melody? she asked.
It’s simultaneous, I said.
My answer seemed to disappoint her.
How old are you? I asked.
Charlotte hesitated. Thirty-one, she said. She looked more like
a college student. I asked if she was lying to me. No, she said.
She felt my glands, and I wondered if my face was as birdlike
in her view as it was in mine. Was I an eagle or a turkey? Either
way, I was in the pasture, and the farmer was loading his gun.
One time, when Charlotte was over, my blood sugar plummeted
and I tipped over onto the carpet. I watched her pull a leather pouch
from her medical bag, and it was bursting with lollipop jewels.
Every day, I threatened heinous fall injuries like neck torsion
and eyeball impalement until she surrendered the pouch so I could
rummage for red flavors. Sugar was my last vestige of taste in
my drugged-up state, so it wasn’t a game. I really wanted those
lollipops.
When Charlotte was in the bathroom, I went into her medical
bag and pulled out what I thought was the pouch, but it was a book,
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a journal, and I swear, it opened onto my lap of its own accord.
There were two pages of neat, double-spaced script, titles in quotes.
On the left: “Communication,” and on the right: “I Die Again.” I
started with death.
Go home girl, don’t you know
There’s a shallow beating in these bones
Leave this town, don’t you wait
The past is primed to procreate
And, oh, yeah,
He’s a sad, sad lover
Charlotte snapped the journal shut onto my finger, giving me
a paper cut. I sucked the blood and sang her verse back to her,
medium tempo. Her expression was like discovery. It brought me
back to high school, to the girls' bathroom where Frankie sang my
words for the first time – Detectable rhythm, dormant wound, she’s
eating my love in the coat room.
I fetched an old Seagull from my front hall closet and tuned it
while Charlotte paced with the journal, arguing its insignificance.
I improvised a chord progression and sang. It was too slow, needed
urgency. I strummed quicker and knew it was right when she
stopped talking and sat down beside me.
Charlotte wouldn’t let me look at her lyrics. She would write
and scratch, tell me one line at a time, beg me to change things. I
had some ideas but kept my mouth shut. We would sing only her
words until she learned to tolerate them.
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She needed practice, but she could play the guitar and sing
on pitch in a clear and pleasing tone. She would inject me, check
my vitals, and I would drum up melodies, suggest records for her
education, ask after the material I knew she was hoarding. She
liked the Cranberries, the Sundays, Oasis. I called her Crumpet for
a while.
Do you enjoy nursing? I asked.
Yes, she said, it’s my living.
I shook my guitar and shouted, This is mine! I’m a moron.
Think what you could do.
Love me like you do in the mornings
Before your body wakes
Love me how you used to love
When time was ours to waste
I never asked about the inspiration behind Charlotte’s songs,
but it baffled me to learn that her fiancé, Stan, was the only man
she had ever been with.
What’s he like? I asked.
He’s funny, she said.
Stan was actually massive. He came to my house once to pick
up Charlotte. His shoulders blocked sunlight and enraged my
neighbor’s Shih Tzus. He had pale eyes, thick lips, and a military
haircut even though, as he explained, he was a systems analyst.
Charlotte stood before him like a Russian doll, eating from a box of
Hot Tamales she found in his jacket pocket. I can admit they were
handsome together but so infuriatingly lukewarm.
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Charlotte was plucking the strings of my guitar when I asked
her if she had ever wanted someone other than Stan. She didn’t
look up, but her fingers stopped moving.
Yes, she said without a hint of longing or regret, like maybe she
was referring to a celebrity crush.
But he’s the one? I asked.
She flashed her ring, then repositioned her fingers.
Does Stan know you do this? I asked, tapping Charlotte’s
journal that lay flat on my chest.
She nodded.
Has he read your writing? I asked.
It’s a solitary thing, she said while I ran my hand over her
penmanship.
I advised Charlotte not to marry Stan if she couldn’t share her
music with him. She crossed her arms over the guitar and glared
like I had suggested she drop kick him into the sea. Him and his
sour candy diatribes: “Saturday” verse two.
Oh, Stan, I would say to myself, you absolute bastard. If
Charlotte were my girlfriend, I would not rest until I knew every
goddamn thing about her.
I’m writing a song called “Half-Dead Fred,” I said and got the
thumbs up from Charlotte.
What are you working on? I asked.
She waved a gerontology course booklet. I asked her why she
didn’t gig.
I don’t have time, she said.
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Ah, but you do.
I didn’t mean it in relation to me, and I think Charlotte knew
that, but she looked guilty anyway.
When my surgery was scheduled, I called my manager, Lana,
and told her about Charlotte.
If I die, will you connect her with the right people? I asked.
You’re not going to die, Patrick. Did you get the chocolates
Frankie sent?
I stared at the unopened case of dark truffles imported from
Zurich, a stop on the Highlands tour.
Stay Strong, Patty xx.
Lana, I’m going to give Charlotte your number.
I remained in the hospital for six days after surgery. Charlotte
visited and gave me a cotton candy colored ukulele she found in
the children’s section of a yard sale. It’s almost impossible to play a
morbid song on a ukulele, but it was my sole ambition during that
time.
Fred walks the path to the gates of hell
Where the people are merry with tales to tell
The doctor clamped down on my strings and told me that with
radiation I could live to be a hundred.
No, I said and reprised the chorus.
My health improved steadily over the summer, and by August,
I could stand up while playing my electric guitars. I was pulled
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from Charlotte’s schedule, so she started dropping by once a week
to jam.
Let’s write an album together, I said.
For the Highlands? she asked.
For us.
Our first single, co-written in forty-five minutes, was called
“If You Don’t Love Me, Why Are You Here?”, a ballad about a fox
we once spotted in my garden. We were sitting on the bay window
bench and Charlotte was instructing me to eat a carrot stick with
every pill she dispensed. She held the bowl up to my nose and then
gasped. I nearly hurt myself turning around. The fox had frozen
mid-slink in my Impatiens patch. I went to stand, but Charlotte
squeezed my hand, immobilizing me until the creature decided we
were worthless adversaries and trotted next door.
Our subsequent tracks did not come easily. We wasted a lot
of paper, spoiled many pots of coffee. Charlotte kept dropping
her pencil, and I could see the look in her eyes, her belief that
everything she had ever written was a sham.
I can’t come by tomorrow, she said, I’m picking up an extra
shift at the clinic.
Then she mentioned an online course. She was giving up
incrementally, and that’s more dangerous than having a tantrum.
I saw Charlotte at the market one weekend. I watched her escort
a shaking dementia patient down the candy aisle, encouraging him
to pick out a treat before they joined the pharmacy line. She was
good. Gentle without pity. It seemed the nursing industry needed
her more than I did. I skirted the line, attempting to casually bump
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into her, but then Stan appeared holding a pumpkin. He called the
elderly man Poppy, and I veered into the diapers and wipes aisle.
In November, my sister called and offered to fly out her family
to spend Thanksgiving with me. I coughed into the receiver and
said I wasn’t feeling up to the company. I didn’t mention my plan
for that Thursday, to surprise Charlotte at the senior living facility
where she volunteered on holidays.
I showed up in the lobby with an enormous basket of artisanal
corn bread and the old Seagull strapped to my back. The front desk
worker asked for a photo and then brought me to the banquet hall
where he announced me to the residents as their special musical
guest. Charlotte’s ladle froze over the squash purée and her gaze
followed me to the bingo stage where I set up on a stool and sang a
medley of Highlands hits that complement my vocal range.
Most of the residents didn’t know me, so they either tucked into
their food or stared with gaping, sometimes toothless, expressions.
One woman sang along from her wheelchair, so I focused on her
whenever I wasn’t checking on Charlotte to see if she was watching
me. She usually wasn’t.
Word spread amongst the employees that I was there, and they
filed into the hall, cameras up, breathless with excitement. It was a
welcome energy, something I hadn’t realized I badly missed.
I was booted from the stage to make way for A Charlie Brown
Christmas, and someone handed me a plate of food. I noticed that
Charlotte seemed to be in charge, jogging here and there, fielding
questions and nurturing the most challenging cases. I don’t think
she ate any dinner, but that was probably deliberate. The casserole I
tasted was incomprehensible.
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Charlotte, I said, when the lights went down and the movie
started. She turned to me with a brief look of nonrecognition.
You’re here, she said.
Yes, I said.
She pinched my sleeve and led me to the woman in the
wheelchair. I signed my Seagull and gave it to her. It was no big
deal, but Charlotte must have been appreciative because when I
left, she hugged me. That was new.
Later that night, I sent two emails.
To Frankie:
I’m ready to get back in the game.
To Charlotte:
Did my performance tonight inspire the hell out of you?
Charlotte wrote back, I suppose it did because I just wrote a
song.
I was poaching eggs for dinner when my doorbell rang. There
had been a wind chill advisory that day, but Stan stood in my
doorway wearing an undershirt.
The eggs were on the verge, so I let him inside and he followed
me into the kitchen. He didn’t speak while I tended to the stove.
Do you need anything? I asked. Coffee?
Are you fucking Charlotte? Stan asked.
I dropped one of the still wet eggs onto my toast and faced him.
Why would you think that? I asked.
Stan pulled a piece of notebook paper from his pocket and
pressed it into my sternum. I unfolded the purple-lined paper from
Charlotte’s journal.
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A Certain Someone

a ride to the hospital.
Listening to her voice, I unfurled the paper Stan had left balled
up next to my body.

Songbirds craft the best persuasion
Chords that ring like invitations
Dreamers, doers, dead man walking
Leave a trail, she will come stalking
I don’t care (I don’t care),
He’s where I wanna be

Oh, Time, can’t you wait for once?
Promise me I’ll grow some guts
I don’t care (I don’t care)
He’s where I wanna be

I could see myself on the page. It was exciting.
That’s it? I said. Don’t you realize lyrics are fiction?
Stan snatched the paper from my hands. Did you touch her? he
asked, suffocating her words in his fist.
No, I said.
His relief was a breaking wave. Beautiful. Threatening.
I’ve been too sick to touch her, I said, but I’m better now.
I don’t know what kind of force stills an ocean wave, but
that’s what I had done. I would have liked to keep him that way, a
petrified little tchotchke for my windowsill.
What does that mean? Stan repeated with his licorice breath.
It was a great question, one I would never answer for him. As
he stepped closer, my smile seemed to surpass the boundaries of
my face. I was laughing, and I may have pushed him.
I woke up alone on the floor in tremendous pain, and I couldn’t
hear with my left ear. I called Charlotte’s cell phone. She was
getting off work and asked what was wrong. I told her that I needed

Stan perforated my eardrum. In the ER, I told the doctor the
same lie I told Charlotte, that I had grown dizzy and fallen down.
I’m not sure why I lied when I knew Charlotte would arrive home
to Stan, but days passed, and she never asked about the fight.
I guess Stan was smart enough to bury his misdeeds. But
wouldn’t Charlotte have noticed a page missing from her journal,
especially if it was about me?
I thought that maybe it wasn’t the first time Stan had stolen
one of her songs. He could have been reading her work throughout
their entire relationship, reviewing his inadequacies for selfimprovement or punishment. I wished they would break up so she
could start over. She could come on the road with the Highlands,
be my collaborator, keep writing about a certain someone.
I was waiting for Charlotte when I received a phone call from
one of my doctors. She had been faxed the blood work scores from
my ER visit. The results were poor. I needed a consultation. She
assured me there was no reason for concern yet. I told her I wasn’t
concerned. Dying young was always my biggest fear, and I had
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surpassed that threshold. I popped two Dramamine and laid down.
Charlotte showed up to my house an hour late with chapped
cheeks and many layers to remove.
In the kitchen, I brewed ginger tea, told her I might christen the
fireplace. I denied having a fire extinguisher, but she found one and
read the hazard label aloud.
Your tongue is red, I told her.
She grinned. Stan, she said.
She didn’t elaborate. I didn’t want to ask.
Actually, she said, we had a long conversation this morning.
I touched my hip, felt the crinkle of journal paper against
corduroy.
He thinks I should go for it with my writing, she said, just like
you.
Stan wasn’t above stealing my material.
But listen, Charlotte said, I told him what I’m about to tell you.
I’m a nurse, and that’s what I’m going to be.
I could not stop shaking my head.
It doesn’t mean the music’s not important, she said, I love the
music.
I’m going back, I said, to the Highlands. I’ve told Frankie about
you. He wants you to come and write for us.
Charlotte poured the tea. On tour? she asked.
Yes, Charlotte. Chance of a lifetime. Bring Stan if you must.
She sipped her tea, looking elegant in a cream cable knit
sweater. I was ready to track down Frankie, make it happen.
I’m starting my MSN in the spring, she said.
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I stepped back, imagining the only scenario I thought could
change things. It would take me playing with the Highlands again
and securing Charlotte a front row seat, off-center to the left
because that’s where I stand. Halfway through the show, I would
pull her on stage and we would sing our fox song to thousands of
people. She would catch such a rush and never dream of doing
anything else.
Charlotte flipped through her journal, and I waited until I could
wedge my thumb against the rip in the binding.
What happened here? I asked.
Nothing, she said, I tossed it.
Charlotte carried her journal and tea into the living room,
expecting that I would follow easily.
I removed her song from my pocket and stuffed it between two
polished wine glasses in the cabinet. My turtleneck was convection
baking me, so I peeled it off and unlatched the kitchen window.
The darkening sky was bruised with clouds. In the alleyway, a mail
carrier’s footprints had disturbed otherwise perfect snow. There
were no fox prints.
Tinnitus leached from my ear to my brain. I couldn’t hum
through it, but the lyrics surfaced anyway.
She’s every bit of nothing…
A certain nothing…
Highland Queen
Patrick? Charlotte called, awakening me to the cold.
I closed the window and picked up my sweater. As the neckline
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was birthing my head, I realized that I had forgotten about my trip
to the market, the companion for her tea.
In the living room, Charlotte was sitting oddly upright on the
couch with a quilt draped over her legs.
Will you rejoin the band soon? she asked.
When I shrugged, she settled into the mound of pillows
arranged behind her.
Then I guess our meetings still stand, she said.
I nodded and offered her a ribbon-wrapped tin of speculoos
cookies.
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RECORDING THE NAMES OF VANDALS
Zebulon Huset

we tagged plain
white or grey walls
along the tracks
with our nightmares
more than dreams—
mostly that we’d slip
from existence
and memory on
an otherwise
eventless thursday—
like silica turned
molten glass,
blown into crystal
clear thunderbird bottles
by heavy machinery
only to be swilled
and smashed
by blurry faces
without names
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lost
like the pattern
from the quilt
your mom once
spent too many hours
to sew—for you—
as the pendulum
of mortality
ran the spirograph
around her,
but us, too—
oh yes—
definitely us, too.
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SON DOWNER
Randall Brown

MY dad sits in the chair next to the hospital bed on the green pad
smelling of shit and piss, speaking in whispers because he thinks
the hospital staff is trying to do something to him.
“Trying to do what?” I ask.
“I can’t explain it, Jack.”
Last Thursday, the hospital had to call me at the hotel, my
mild-mannered father gone Hulk, kicking and punching at nurses
from his bed, ripping IVs and wires out, trying to walk, falling,
then crawling toward the exit. Since then, I’ve slept here, smooshed
into a chair.
“How do I know you’re real?” he asks.
“You’ll just have to trust me, Dad.”
He mumbles something that I think is “That’s not good
enough.”
I must’ve been ten or so. I sat on the milk box by the front door
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waiting for my dad to pick me up to take me to a Saturday morning
baseball practice. I’d been there since sun-up. Inside, cobwebs in
every corner of every room, mice in the stove, a man I didn’t know
passed out in the basement family room, my mom also, both in
their underwear.
He pulled up in his green Ford Falcon, his joke being, “I don’t
own a lemon; I own a lime.” I went to the passenger side, stood
there, not entering. He reached over, rolled down the window.
“What is it?” he asked.
I described to him what awaited inside. I told him other things,
too. I told him my brother and I couldn’t live there. I asked if we
could live with him.
“You know I couldn’t do that to your mother.” He still dreamed
of some reconciliation. He would never date again, never give up
that hope.
That kid got in the car. During the game, as his father watched
on, that kid stood still as a fly ball sailed over his head. What did
it matter? But it did. The kid hated that feeling, that sick sinking
feeling in his gut as the ball hit the top of the fence. Never again.
He’d chase the next one down. And the next. Again and again.
My brother finds me in front of the TV, an old Bonanza
episode. Someone has left a quilt made of T-shirts I’ve wrapped
myself inside. Throughout high school, I worked at the Bonanza
Steakhouse, riding my green Schwinn bike the two miles there,
washing dishes, scrubbing the grill grates, pedaling home in the
dark.
“I’m just here because he’s my dad,” my brother tells me. “I
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mean—it’s what I’m supposed to do. Be here.”
“People don’t always do what they’re supposed to do,” I say.
“That’s something.”
“True that.” A pause. “Bonanza. Remember when that guy
asked you if it took so long to get his steak because you went out
and shot the cow?” On the TV screen, Hoss has treed a leprechaun,
who just disappears. “And you said, ‘No, it was a horse.’”
“Are you saying you don’t love him?” I ask my brother.
Another long pause. Finally: “I’m saying I’m here because he’s
my dad. That’s what I feel right now. That I need to be here. And
you?”
For the past fifteen years, I’ve taken my dad on long fishing
trips, two or three times a year. He had no one. Was it love or
something else? I couldn’t imagine him sitting alone with nothing
to look forward to. He kept journals of each of those trips: fish
caught, the weather, the drive, the flies that worked, the ones that
didn’t. Pictures, of course.
“I think it’s love I feel,” I say.
“You think it’s love?”
The nurse comes to the waiting room. He’s ready for discharge,
back to the assisted living apartment that I pay the bulk of. Back to
hallucinate and imagine the staff are cutting up old people, sticking
wires in them when they sleep.
Before returning to get the car, I stop at the pharmacy to fill my
prescription for alprazolam, only I say to the hospital pharmacist,
“I need to fill my subscription.”
She looks over the doctor-signed script. “Xanax.” She asks for
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my driver’s license. “Why so far from home?”
I explain the situation upstairs. I want to tell her that I haven’t
taken a Xanax since getting the script a few years ago, that my
glove compartment is stuffed with the never-opened bottles. But
she might ask what my plan is.
When I was eight, at my best friend’s house playing 8-ball in
his basement, his mother burst in, picked me up and shook me,
shouted in my face, “I’m tired of your mom fucking my husband.”
It turned out my mother and her husband had an apartment
together in the city. I remember that run home in the dusk after
being shaken, the world a blur of green: green lawns, trees, bushes.
I didn’t tell my dad, because I didn’t want to lose him. It turned
out she had also yelled the truth to my father, but he’d pretended it
never happened.
Sad story after sad story he told me on those long rides back
from the fly fishing trips. My mom not coming home after work,
my dad waiting up, her climbing into bed, passing out, not even
acknowledging him, him going out to the red station wagon,
driving for hours, crying the whole time. Her not wanting to have
sex unless she was drunk, him filling and refilling her glass.
“I don’t think that’s love,” I said one time, tired of the same
story again and again.
“Of course it is,” he said. “I loved her no matter what.”
“She wasn’t your kid,” I said. “I think that kind of love needs a
line. A boundary to define it. Or it isn’t anything.”
“What do you know?”
“Nothing, Dad,” I said. “I don’t know a fucking thing about it.”
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My mom’s been sober for a long time now. Wracked with guilt,
she visits my dad every other day, brings him food, toiletries,
whatever he needs. I’ve come to think that he doesn’t deserve her.
He tortures her with a list of her infidelities. There’s another side,
of course, my mother’s side, a husband who put work first, left her
with kids during the Agnes flood while he went to a conference,
who never told her he loved her, kept her drunk, her own childhood
spent with a drunk mother and father, and so on and so forth.
In the car now, my dad asks, “Where’s your mom? I thought
she’d be here.”
“I don’t know, Dad. Maybe she had a lunch date.”
He stares out the window, silent. When I look over, he’s
whipped out his penis and is peeing on my car mat. “I couldn’t hold
it,” he says.
That smell. Even though I end up throwing out the mat and
getting the car detailed, I will still smell it and will have to sell the
car.
“I’m sorry, Dad,” I say. “That you’re going through this.”
“How can you be here one day—and then poof!—it all
disappears? I don’t understand that. Do you?”
We’re here, his assisted living home. “No. It’s unfathomable,”
I say. My brother is already there, opens my trunk, gets the
wheelchair. Old ladies sit by the door waving. My dad ignores
them, as if they were the ghosts.
My brother winks at me as I pull off my dad’s clothes. We then
take each arm and lead him/carry him to the shower chair. Get the
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water the right temperature. Softly plop him into the chair. I’m in
the back, my brother in the front.
The smell is horrific, a week of crap, blood, sweat, pee, old age.
We begin. I’m holding his shoulders so he doesn’t slip to the
ground. My brother’s wetting the washcloth. He holds up the green
soap. Irish Spring. Manly, yes, but I like it, too. The smell of my
dad during childhood: Irish Spring, Old Spice deodorant, cherry
blend pipe tobacco.
He wipes my dad’s neck, chest, cheeks, arms. I lift up his arms,
and my brother wipes under them. Rinses. More soap. My dad
hums a song I don’t recognize. Now the thighs, knees, calves, feet.
We are of course saving the best for last.
“Can you wash your penis?’ my brother asks him.
“Can you?” my dad answers.
“Can you?” my brother asks me.
“Yes,” I say. “I can wash my own penis.” We are both in our
underwear. I’m still holding my dad, preventing him from slipping.
My brother has a hold of the washcloth and shower hose. He sprays
me with it.
The head of my dad’s penis has gone inward. “Come out little
turtle,” he says to it.
“I’m in the back,” I say. “I have my job, and you have yours.”
I am the oldest. At my mom’s third rehab, I played the role
of the golden child, the one who must achieve and achieve to get
value in this world, to hide the truth of what awaits inside that
house and inside himself. My brother was the lost child, addicted to
pot at fifteen, crack cocaine later, failed out of college, now clean,
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working in warehouse jobs that don’t require college and don’t
pay a whole lot. He says I used to beat him up all the time, but I
don’t remember. From about ten years old until I left the house for
college, my memory is pretty much black. I think he’s made our
childhood up, made me the monster. My brother says he doesn’t
hold me responsible for what I did when I was a kid, that he’s
forgiven me for it all.
My brother perhaps holds a mystery: what the it all refers to.
One day it all will come out. I imagine it as green vomit, greenyellow piss, dark runny crap. I keep my distance.
We’re at a standstill over the penis washing. My dad has
moments when he snaps back to reality, out of the hum of
dreamland, and that happens now. Without warning, he reaches for
the washcloth, leans too far, upsets the chair. I’m still holding him
a bit, so he doesn’t quite crash to the floor, but my feet slip out from
under me and I land right on my tailbone, with my dad’s ass on my
lap.
Man, that hurts. It will end up not being broken, but deeply
bruised and painful for months.
“Another fine mess,” I say, to either my brother or father or
maybe neither.
My dad isn’t just crying. He’s sobbing on my lap.
“Dad,” my brother says. “I’m going to clean you up, okay?” He
looks over my dad’s head at me. “You got him?”
“What the fuck do you think? Do I got him? He’s on my
fucking lap.”
“No need for yelling,” my brother says.
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When was the last time someone other than himself touched
my dad’s penis? Forty years? His sobbing has diminished a bit. My
brother bends over, begins at the balls, but my dad starts to pee,
hits my brother in the face, maybe his mouth. My brother throws
down the washcloth.
“Really, Dad? Really?”
He’s gone. The door slams shut.
Some nights, I’d look out the window from my second-floor
bedroom and see him outside, in the Falcon. I’d wave but he’d
pretend not to see me. My brother slept so soundly, not hearing
the fights when men came to find someone else in the bed or my
mother passed out. Sometimes, her dates would find no one there
but two kids, eating Lucky Charms or a Salisbury steak TV dinner
in front of a sitcom.
I went out one night, not sure why that night of all the nights
I’d seen him that I decided to venture outside. I knocked on the
window, and he let me in the passenger side.
“Why don’t you wave back?” I asked.
“You were waving?”
Yeah. I was waving. “Dad?”
We—my brother, me, Dad—all looked alike, except his skin
was more olive, his hair darker, his body slimmer. My brother and I
had curly hair, our mother’s dimple, plump cherubs.
“What?” he asked.
But I’d forgotten the question.
I’ve pushed my dad against the far corner of the shower. I’m
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washing his penis, and it’s getting semi-erect. My dad hums again.
I reach under him and clean his ass crack, the washcloth a dark
green, rinse it, wash him again, rinse, repeat. I get a towel, dry
him off. In the other room, the door opens, shuts, and there’s my
brother.
“Do you need help?”
“Yeah,” I say. “I need help.”
“He peed on me,” he says.
“I know. It’s fucking horrible. Let’s get him to the bed and
dress him.”
We do, and I dress him, a grown-up doll. Outside, the sun sits
low on the horizon, like my dad, sinking. Dressed in sweats, he lies
down on the bed, and I tuck him under the blanket. My brother and
I walk to his apartment’s living room.
“I guess I’ll go,” my brother says. “I think we did good work
today.” He opens his arms for a hug and I enter them, get hugged.
“We’re going to be friends,” he says, walking out. “Just you watch.”
He stops at the door. “He’s doing it again. Manipulating you.
Making you feel like you’re responsible for his life. Same old shit.”
“Angry at him?” I want to add “dipshit” but show some
restraint. “For what? Dying?”
“Okay, dipshit,” my brother says. “Have a nice ride home
wanting to turn around. I bet you even pull over. Maybe even turn
around. And around again.” One more pause before disappearing.
“You do get the irony, yes? Him yelling at us ‘Save me!’ God, he’s
so clueless.”
And then my brother’s gone. Home for him is five minutes
away; for me, it’s two hours.
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That night—with the father in the Falcon and the kid returning
to the house having forgotten the question he wanted to ask his
father—that kid did turn around, that kid whose father wouldn’t
wave back to him. He got to the door of his house, remembered,
turned around, knocked on his dad’s car window. His dad rolled it
down.
“I remembered the question,” the kid said.
“What question?”
His father had already forgotten. “The one I was going to ask
and then forgot.” He stuck his head in his father’s car, smelled for
drugs or liquor or something. “It was just a minute ago.”
“What do you want?”
“Do you think Mom drinks because of me. Because I—”
“I don’t know why she drinks.” He reached over, opened the
glove compartment. “But maybe if you didn’t think all the time
about leaving her and started thinking about being there for her.”
He took out his pipe, started packing it with the cherry tobacco.
“She knows you don’t want to be with her. It kills her.”
“Okay, Dad. I’ll try.”
He smiled. “I know you will.” He lit his pipe. “Problem
solved?”
“Yes,” the kid said. “Problem solved.”
“Oh, I wee-weed the bed. I wee-weed the bed,” my dad
whimpers from the bedroom.
I find him curled up, soaked. “Something’s wrong,” he repeats.
“I don’t know what?” He reaches out for invisible things on the
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blanket, picks them off the blanket, puts the invisible thing in his
mouth. “Do you know what’s wrong?”
I shake my head. I change him while he sits there, wipe him
dry, this time give him an adult diaper, shirt, sweats, new sheets
while I move him here and there on the bed. The aides could do it,
but he’s afraid of them, unsure who they are and what they want
with him. And he doesn’t belong to them the way he is ours—
mine.
“Don’t leave,” he begs. “You can’t leave me.”
I so want to go home, imagine the kids need me, Sarah needs
me, the dogs need me.
“Something’s wrong,” he repeats. “I don’t know what.”
The aides will check on him every fifteen minutes after I leave.
He thinks he did the right thing in leaving us, not answering our
pleas for rescue. He thinks he saved her. He thinks of himself as a
knight, a hero, who sacrificed his own life for love, the love of our
mother, who fell out of love maybe before they were married.
“You can’t leave.” He holds my hand, pets it, intertwines his
fingers among mine.
Outside, the dusk has turned to night. I let his head rest on my
chest, lean back. He falls asleep. Each time I visit and sneak away,
he awakes not remembering that I was there. This time, he won’t
remember the shower, the week spent in the hospital chair next to
his bed to keep the ghosts away. All he knows is that I’m not there
now, that he’s alone, that people sit around his table, some of them
without faces, that the aides want to chop off his penis, that he
cannot know what is real and what is not, that he found a scribbled
note from someone stealing things from him, that someone keeps
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moving his wheelchair into the shower.
Save me. Please. I need you to come here.
I will not be able to stand it. I will get addicted to the Xanax
stockpiled in the glove compartment as if this were the plan all
along. I will stop answering the phone. I will be there as a ghost for
the kids, my wife, all of whom will have no idea I’m swallowing
pills at an alarming rate.
Outside, the pendulum-sun completes its swing, down, down,
gone, and I’m in my car, watching my dad through his apartment
window. He kicks and hits things in his sleep, the aides coming in,
repositioning him, covering him again with the blankets.
Yes, you betrayed your family, the therapist will say. There are
reasons of course.
Excuses, you mean.
There can be both—the reasons and the betrayal.
My tailbone buzzes with pain. I open the glove compartment,
the bottles spilling out onto the passenger’s side floor. I pop the first
Xanax, tell the first lie to my wife, that I’m staying on my father’s
couch to watch over him.
I close my eyes. At some point, my father comes to the window,
waves, and I am too tired or too pained or too out of it to wave
back. He pounds on the window—bang, bang, bang, Jack! Jack!
Jack! Does it happen or do I dream it?
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Every time I took a pill, got into the car, got into bed, sat with
them at dinner, fell asleep on the couch, no one able to wake me up,
missing the classes to teach, buying even more pills online—I both
betrayed them and love them more than anything. How could such
a thing be possible?
I will confess my addiction to Sarah the day after my father
dies, in May, four months after the night in the shower. The third
strike, the first being four years of panic attacks around the clock,
the second being a year of agoraphobia, finally unable to leave the
guest room. Each strike followed by therapy, medication, exercise
programs.
The therapist will ask me to close my eyes, become that kid
again, surrounded by the squalor of the cobwebbed rooms, the
unvacuumed rugs, the piles of laundry, the bottles and cans. Your
mom isn’t there. Your dad doesn’t care. There is no way out.
The therapist excuses himself. Has to go to the bathroom again.
Enlarged prostate.
That’s what he’s good at, excusing people, even himself.
The therapist will return to an empty room. I don’t want let off
the hook.
At first light, I wake up, watch him at the table, talking to
the people he sees in the chairs, mostly kids from his childhood,
George Martin and Wayne Pixler, holding onto trucks, feet on the
icy streets, waving bye, bye as they fly by him. In the hospital, he
looked at me as if he’d kill me, yelled, “You leave them alone.”
He threw his pillow at me, punched me with the mittened hands
that prevented him from pulling out his catheter and IVs. “You
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touch George or Wayne and you’ll be sorry.” What about me, Dad?
Where was that fight for me?
My tailbone hurts like hell. Imagine that kid in that room,
abandoned, trapped, no hope of rescue. Was it anger he felt? I reach
into my pocket, start the car, turn it off, start it again, swallow
another pill, another, until I too am a ghost, a haunt, another dead
kid at my father’s table.
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THE BEGINNING OF SEPARATION
Brady Riddle

On Thursday a friend
congratulated me for being
a short-timer—he called me that—
the amount of existence I have
to be here dwindling.
He boasted it with some sense
like pride had suddenly outweighed
the tears I softly plant
in the coming distance. Like he saw
departure as some pendulum
swung in my favor. A chapter
too long in the closing—
one he does not know I’ve edited
and revised time and time again to twist
plot arc and character evolution
to pull me under the quilt of memory
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someday, when a mouth full
of stick-like strokes breaks
the distraction of forgetting
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YOUNG PROFESSIONAL
Maggie Munts

or I suddenly find myself
turning onto some side street
I swear I’ve been down once
or a thousand times before.
Leaving doesn’t leave
an imprint on the heart.
It’s something deeper
than scar or love, this life
worth tracing letters with intimacy,
a finger drawn across a shoulder
of a body you’ve given yourself to.

THE first time she screamed, she had just turned twenty-seven.
Nothing in particular happened that day, but it was years of
Nothing in particular that made her do it. For the last five years she
had actioned action items and delivered deliverables into a great
abyss of unimportance. Her days were identical, so she mostly
forgot them. Just spreadsheets of numbers and letters. Sometimes
there were other people, but they were mostly faceless. Scratchy
voices, droning on about growth projections, marketing strategy,
and follow-ups.
For all the Nothing she did, she was paid just enough to afford
a one-bedroom apartment in a part of town that everyone drove by,
but no one noticed.
“You live where?”
“Bzzmhmfml”
“Where?”
“Bzzmhmfml”
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“Oh yeah. I’ve heard of it,” they would lie to end the
conversation.
At night, she would get back to her apartment with just enough
time to go for a jog to Nowhere and back before the sun set, eat
a pre-packaged salad, and watch an hour or two of forgettable
TV. Sometimes, to feel Something, she would survey her own
skin, hunting for a blemish, a blackhead, an in-grown hair, any
imperfection to pick at. She would squeeze and pinch until her
pores were filled with Nothing too. Then she would crawl into her
bed, full of quilted throw pillows that used to be beautiful, where
she would drift off to a dreamless sleep.
On Thursdays at 5:00 p.m., she would do her best to pretend
that spreadsheets, pillows, and tired lettuce added up to a life.
Thursdays were when she met So-and-So for drinks. They would
rehash office gossip, speculate about next week’s weather, tell
endless lies of omission, and then wave listlessly for another round.
Each sip was a welcome anesthetic as they went through the
painstaking process of pretending that they liked what they did all
day and went home to at night. Soon enough they would be numb
enough, their fiction believable enough, that enthusiasm for their
lives and each other would begin to border on somewhat genuine.
Enough vodka sodas, and these women would try to turn even the
most average days and men into mythic conquests.
“Oh so, it was just fascinating.”
“Do tell.”
“Today I sent this great email.”
“Uh-mazing.”
“And this new guy I’m seeing, he’s just great.”
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“How so?”
“Well, sometimes he cooks.”
“Uh-mazing.”
After a few hours of this, she would make an excuse to leave
So-and-So, stumble into a cab, and head home, giddy with deceit
and alcohol. At home she would have a bag of chips, call it dinner,
and once more reassure herself of all the imagined Something she
had most certainly done that day.
But sobering up before another dreamless sleep, Nothing would
re-assert its hold. Methodically, it would swallow her while she
brushed her teeth under the fluorescent bathroom light.
A few nights ago, she had heard a furtive whisper coming from
under the throw pillows. It was so quiet that it would have been
easy to mistake for Nothing at all. She forgot about it as she slept.
Only two words. Less than a second. Nothing at all. But the next
time, she woke up with a shadow of memory.
“What for?”
“What?” she mumbled.
“All of this Nothing, what for?”
“What Nothing?” she thought.
“You know exactly what Nothing,” it replied.
Yes. She did. She knew Nothing exactly. For years now she
had been steeping in it, losing herself to it, like a bag of tea in
lukewarm water. Her skin crawled. She hopped in the shower to
wash off the feeling and get ready for another empty day.
Gray. Gray. Blue. Black. White. Gray. Beige.
Cream. Blue. White. Black. Gray. Gray. Gray.
Getting dressed was its own kind of Nothing. Sometimes she
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would stare at her wardrobe and wonder if she was in fact going
colorblind. Today she opted for blue on blue and called it good
enough.
Dressed and ready, she walked to her car. A non-descript silver
sedan from the mid-2010s, it was an entirely unmemorable vehicle
but for the dent in the passenger door from when her ex No One
had opened it into a pole on the night they broke up.
He had been the type who worships Nothing, ardently. He lived
for emails, promotions, protein powder, his watch, obscure brands
of beer, leg days, and the most efficient route to the grocery store.
Sometimes it had felt like his brain could only register things that
were gray, square, and unimportant.
They dated for about a year. It had been a transitory time in her
life. She still held onto Something, but found her days increasingly
populated by deadlines, deliverables, and an encroaching sea
of emptiness. It felt like she was holding a bouquet of invisible
balloons. Every now and then, in a small act of rebellion, she would
loosen her grip, let one go, and look around to see if Anyone other
than her had noticed the beautiful Something flying up to the ether.
But that was the first rule: keep Something to yourself, seldom
mention it, avoid it in conversation, even pretend not to see it. The
second rule was to act like Nothing was meaningful and real. To
nod along and hurry up and get frustrated over Nothing like it
deserved every ounce of emotion and consideration. The third rule
was not to question.
Playing by the rules was how she met her ex No One.
Swipe. Swipe. No. Yes. Left. Right. Hey. Hi. What are you
up to? Nothing. Same. Where are you from? Bzzmhmfml. Where?
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Bzzmhmfml. Oh yeah, I know it. You? All over really. Oh yeah?
Yeah, drinks? Sure.
Smile a lot.
Nod at his Nothing like you care.
A year of this. A year of hiding her Something to make room
for his Nothing. A year of succumbing to her own Nothing. It was
a slow fade, gradual enough that it was hard for her to register the
extent of her own disappearance.
Their breakup had been about traffic. No One hated waiting. He
was chronically impatient to get to Nowhere and do Nothing.
They were coming back to the city after a long weekend of
empty conversation at a cabin with friends. They had left later than
planned because No One and Nobody, No One’s best friend from
college, got into a circular conversation about the state of their
401ks.
She waited in the car for him for forty-five minutes, picking at
a scab on her arm with one hand, refreshing the navigation app on
her phone with the other. The red line of traffic crawled further and
further toward their current location as she slowly re-opened her
own skin. It started to rain.
Finally, he came outside, jacket over his head and a
performative flurry of apologies.
A two-hour car ride became a four-hour car ride. The rain. The
traffic. He could not believe the nerve the world had to delay his
return to a half-furnished apartment and a box of stale pizza.
The air in the car felt thin. She could feel herself disappearing
and tightened her grip on the steering wheel to collect some
evidence she was still there, amidst this growing sea of Nothing.
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The rain was relentless. But thankfully, so were her car’s
windshield wipers. Back and forth, a water-wicking pendulum,
they squeaked “dump him” with each wave.
She stayed silent, barely breathing, counting down until she
could drop him off at his apartment. When she did, they exchanged
some words she could no longer remember. Still, she knew she said
more in the seven minutes it took for them to break up than she had
during their entire relationship. It was her last balloon, her last bit
of Something, and she used it to escape.
When it was over, once again, he was in a hurry to Nowhere
and opened her car door abruptly, slamming it into a pole in the
parking lot. That had been a little over a year ago. Now, every time
she saw the dent, she felt a subtle hollowing out in her abdomen, as
if her body was trying to mimic the shape.
On this particular morning, the morning after her twentyseventh birthday, when she reflexively began to cave inward, the
voice came back, louder this time:
“What for?”
She stopped and straightened. “I don’t know,” she thought.
“Yes, you do,” it replied.
She flinched, waiting for more, but all she could hear was
a pigeon cooing. Looking down at her watch, she saw she was
already running late for work. She got in the car and drove away
from Bzzmhmfml.
The highway hummed steadily beneath her tires. With
the predictability of a conveyor belt, it carried her toward an
unremarkable day.
Halfway into her commute, she heard it again, this time at full
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volume:
“What for?”
“Nothing,” she thought.
“Exactly.”
She went to respond again but found no words. So, she
screamed instead.
It was not a sound she had ever made before. It sounded like
her throat was ripping open.
She screamed like she had an audience with the gods. Past her
exit. Past the city limits. She screamed. Eventually, miles from
anywhere familiar, she tapered off, afraid that with silence would
come Nothing all over again. But instead, she felt warm relief
swelling up from Somewhere within her.
She looked at the clock on her dashboard. It was 9:30 a.m.
Soon, scratchy voices would be reading out the weekly meeting
agenda. But she knew she was not going back. There was Nothing
in her apartment she really needed. The fridge was empty. Her
lease would end. She would miss some of the pillows, but maybe
without them, her sleep would no longer be quite so dreamless.
Ahead there was a rest stop. She pulled off and parked. As she
grabbed her phone to figure out where she was, she noticed that
a sparrow had landed on the hood of her car. It chirped loudly,
declaring its arrival, and then flitted off to join its friends in the
field next to the rest stop.
She cracked her windows. Warm air rolled in, carrying with
it sounds of early summer. Gossiping birds. Industrious bees.
Cicadas. So much Something. For the hell of it, she flicked on her
windshield wipers to join the chorus. Ever willing, they grumbled
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in encouragement, back and forth, across the dry windshield. And
as she watched them, there she sat, completely lost, in the middle
of Everything.
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THE BOND
Lisa Raatikainen

The noon pendulum in your mother’s kitchen.
A child on a swing,
garden stitched neat as a Mennonite quilt.
She’s calling you
in for lunch: canned soup and tuna.
Ginger ale with ice
for a fever, cool hand
at your hairline—she bends low,
rewinding the VCR:
little mermaid’s song
lodged in the sea witch’s conch.
She teaches you to wash
the chlorine from your curls:
swimming on Thursdays,
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Jazzercise. Church. Shepherd
of the calendar, she, a ferry you board,
suburbia blurred in the porthole.
On the cracked block past downtown,
she quietly locks the car doors.
Her heart is a well-worn
sofa you settle into
with shoes on, Coke sloshing
from the rim of your cup.
She weeps easily at
partings.
When you come home
each summer she offers you
too many tomatoes.
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OUTBACK BROCADE

Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad
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ALDI, 4421 MARKET ST, 9:07 AM
Saurabh Sinha

She’s in line at the grocery store, you see
the thing about Thursday mornings
at Aldi in West Philadelphia
is that time melts
into the aisles, and
for a second or two, she can
deplane the pendulous
relentless back and forth
of these past six months,
the searching
of every corner of
who shot my son
& why
& what could I have done
different
in what way
& at what hour
& with what
power do
people just
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write it off
as if
he was
inevitable, a
goddamn
statistic
to plug into their
models
so they can
make inferences
about gun violence
I could have told you
in the sleep
I don’t sleep?
For a moment,
the torment is quilted
by the anesthesia
of produce bargains, baby
carrots by the pound,
and the many thousand cans
certified
honest-to-goodness
non-perishable,
every last one.
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GLEANED
Carine Topal

The birds were feeding		
			
and on fire		
like a pendulum
on hinges		
November light poured from me

It was Thursday
her eyes 		

I looked out one window		

the stones

the color of a Brueghel field
the great heart of earth

				no longer beat
Moonless and close I ate by the door
rose to be blessed
				
on a quilt not my own
I was bright fruit
			unbroken ’til then.

WELCOME TO THE SPINNING WORLD
Greg November

I swayed
blue

of my teeth dug from shallow earth			
My mother died
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“…and at dawn the barbed wire was full of children’s washing hung out in the
wind to dry.”
									
—Primo Levi

ROLLIE and I were out looking for a ladder, a six-foot step to
change hallway bulbs in the place he rented up in Canton, near the
florist we’d all used for prom corsages before the good in us drained
away like water in the muck, before Rollie huffed his way to a pink
slip from Tweeter Stereo, before every mouth we saw frowned,
before I was sent away and came back again. His landlord was a
balding pervert and the arrangement was verbal only. No lease. No
terms. Rollie paid the dirt bag in cash he got selling dime bags to
high schoolers.
We don’t even circle the lot once before Rollie makes his move
and double parks a green Prius with one of those “Coexist” stickers
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on its bumper.
He leaves keys in ignition—“In case the pecker comes back”—
and hobbles across the lot. Rollie hasn’t walked right since flying
off the back of Paul Heminger’s Acura back when we were sixteen
and doing donuts on the ball field at night while two guys hung
on the hatch trying not to be the first to let go—and I wait in the
car guarding, what, his pink fuzzy dice and a box of cassettes on
the floor. Rollie’s so old school, always has been. Wears Chucks
and listens to cassettes. Those dice dangling off the rearview like
fantastical balls. The car itself is a gold Datsun Z Rollie got for three
grand from a Russian with a small dealership on Albany Ave. Rollie’s
supposed to use a cane, too, but what twenty-four-year-old wants to
walk with a cane? You know who used a cane? My grandfather. But
he came out of Dachau and later built a quilt and blanket business
out of nothing but tenement shit and finger skin. All Rollie did was
swill eight Mooseheads and lose his grip.
While he’s inside I flip through the shoebox of cassettes on the
floor and pop in an unmarked tape, turn the ignition a notch. What
I hear is all this moaning, and not the sexual kind. Two or three
voices, sort of overlapping but not quite. It sounds like monks or
maybe sea lions. It doesn’t build or change. Just the moaning, almost
like a chant. Uuuuh uuuuh uuuuuuuuhh. What the hell, Rollie? I pop
out the tape and that’s when I see an angry dude charging toward
me. I see him through the window, pointing and swiveling, kind of
gracefully actually, between parked cars. He gestures at the green
Prius. The guy’s got a shaved head and a chin strap and he’s holding
a small paper bag all twisted at the top so he can grip it. His shirt
reads “Avon Fire Department.” I swipe Rollie’s keys and palm them.
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When baldo gets closer, I realize I know him.
“Cole?” I say, leaning to roll down the driver’s side window.
He stoops and peers in. “Who you?” he says.
“Cole, it’s Jimmy Lyons. AHS class of ninety-eight.”
“Jimmy?”
“Go Falcons, right?”
“I thought you were locked up.”
“I’m out.”
Cole takes a step back. “This your car? Why you in the passenger
seat?”
“It’s Rollie’s.”
“Rollie Fiore?”
“You know another Rollie?”
“Easy, Lyons. Tell Rollie to move this shit box. I have places to
be.”
“He’s not here right now, Cole. As you can see, it’s just me. I’m
not hiding Rollie in the fucking trunk.”
“Jesus, Lyons. Take it easy, why don’t you. So where’s old Rollie
Shit Dick?”
“Buying a ladder.”
“A ladder, huh? That’s funny. How’s he going to carry a ladder?”
“He doesn’t limp as much now. Only a little.”
“You his bitch then? His ladder-buying bitch all waiting in the
car for your sugar daddy to come back?” Cole reaches a meaty arm
into the car and grips my shoulder. “Just kidding, Jimmy. Hey, no
need to flinch like a bitch.”
“I didn’t flinch like a bitch.”
“Oh, yeah, that’s right,” Cole says, retracting his arm.
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“It’s no big deal.”
“Your old man, he still around?”
“He’s around.”
Cole whistles through his teeth. “Well, alright then. And now
you’re out and waiting on old Rollie Shit Dick to buy a ladder. Looks
like things worked out. Fuck the old man, right? So move the car,
huh. I have places to be.”
“Would love to help you out, Cole. But the thing is, judge’s
orders, I’m not supposed to drive. I don’t even have a license
anymore.”
“It’s not driving. Just move the car four feet.”
“I’m not sure the judge will appreciate the nuances between
driving and moving.”
“Well, I’ll move it myself then.”
“Sure,” I say. “But Rollie’s got the keys.”
While we’d been talking, I’d allowed the keys to drip from my
hand and fall between the seat and my door, because I’d remembered
something else about Cole: he owed me money. Eighty bucks, in
fact. Plus interest over six years, if I wanted to push it. Back in high
school, at some party or another, he’d bet I couldn’t shotgun three
beers in a minute. Afterwards, he refused to pay. Said no one told
him about me. Said I hustled him.
“Tell you what. Rollie will be out here shortly and he can move
the car at that point. Until then, why don’t you relax? How about
telling me what’s in that bag?”
Two teenagers wearing skirts the length of headbands walk by
Rollie’s car and Cole watches them. I watch them, too, thinking they
could be the younger sisters of girls we’d gone to high school with.
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Cole spits on the ground as he’s watching them. “Peaches,” he says.
“Yeah, they’re alright. A bit skinny, you ask me. Deer legs.”
“No, peaches,” Cole says, holding up his bag. “I have peaches for
my girl.”
“Who’s your girl?”
“Laura.”
“Laura Ellenport?”
“Laura Ridgeby.”
I know Laura Ridgeby, too. Last Thursday I saw her dance
topless on the lip of a hot tub at some friend’s condo, holding a beer
in one hand and sliding the other up and down her flank, while three
or four of us in the tub clapped.
“What?” Cole says. “What do you want to say about my girl?”
“I don’t want to say anything about your girl.”
“You don’t know Laura Ridgeby.”
“That’s right.”
“You may think you do, Jimmy fucking Lyons, but you don’t,
okay?”
After that we sort of sit there for a while. I sit there. Cole paces
back and forth outside the car with his bag of peaches. A time or two
he looks up at the sky, down at the cracked pavement. He calls Rollie
a few names, keeps twisting the neck of his paper bag.
“Cole,” I say, “Jesus.”
“What?”
“You owe me money, that’s what.”
“What?”
“You heard me.”
“Naw man,” Cole says, laughing. “Naw, I paid you.”
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“You paid me?”
“Yeah, I paid you. Back in high school, right? Fifty bucks. I paid
you ages ago.”
“First of all, you didn’t pay me. Second, it was eighty you owed
me.”
“Eighty? No. I don’t make any bets more than fifty. Made a
promise to my granddad.”
Here’s what I know: you back down, you show any sense of
understanding to a guy like this, anyone really—hey, yeah, I had a
granddad, too—boom, they sock you in the dick.
“Cole,” I say. “Fuck your fucking granddad.”
Cole laughs, still spinning his bag of peaches. “You don’t know
shit, you know that?”
“No,” I say. “I don’t.”
“Where the fuck is Rollie?”
“I told you.”
“He best be coming out here soon. I got places to be.”
“Laura Ridddgggeby,” I say, dragging out the name, insinuating
god knows what.
Cole doesn’t say anything. He appraises me for the third
or fourth time. Then he looks away. “I heard your mom filed a
restraining order against you.”
“Yeah?”
“I heard she was shacked up with someone else and your old man
caught wind of it and tried to break in through the guy’s garage. I
heard he had a hacksaw or something with him. That why you did it?
You were always such a momma’s boy. That why you tried to drive
over your old man?”
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“Cole,” I say. “I can’t talk about it. Judge’s orders.”
Cole spits again. “Yeah,” he says. “Yeah, I know all about you,
momma’s boy. I was there the night your call came in. I was at the
firehouse.”
“That right?”
“Oh, I know all about you, Lyons. I was fucking there.”
Even while he’s saying this last part, Cole turns from me because
someone, a girl, has appeared by Rollie’s car. She looks anxious. Then
I see it’s Deer Legs. She’s looking between Cole standing outside the
car with his paper bag and me in the car, yanking her skirt down,
thinking probably that she’d rather not be standing there.
“Excuse me,” Deer Legs says, her voice waxed paper. “Hey, we
can’t start our car.”
The shopping center is busy. But I suppose it was Cole’s fireman
shirt that made her come to us. Nearby, two day laborers struggle
across the lot with a large bale of chain link fencing while a young
mother pushes a stroller into the deli. High schoolers gather by the
dumpsters, knocking each other on the shoulders and smoking
deliberately, unaware of how old their scene is. Rollie and I used
to do the same thing. Our fathers, too, probably. The sons of
immigrants, they had no idea the jackpot they’d hit being born here.
Their fathers survived death camps so their children could smoke by
the mall dumpsters.
All these folks around and Deer Legs comes to us. Comes to
Cole, I should say. By her expression, I doubt she knew I was there
until she’d walked up. She peers at me. Cole pulls jumpers from his
trunk, tosses in his bag of peaches, and before he follows Deer Legs
to her car he tells me once again that Rollie better be out soon. “If
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you’re still here when I get back, Lyons, I’m going to hotwire this
shitbox. I don’t care who you tried to kill. I got places to be.”
When Rollie comes out with the ladder slung awkwardly over
one shoulder, I go and help him get it to the car. We tie it down with
twine from the store and as we pull out I tell him the Prius belonged
to Cole.
“Cole Nabel?”
“You know another Cole?”
Heading back to Rollie’s place, open window wind brings the
scent of grass and motor oil and Warrant’s “Bed of Roses” shakes
cigarette ash from the dashboard. Rollie beats against the steering
wheel while I try and smoke a Red the moving air has other ideas
about. When the tape ends, Rollie tells me to hand him another.
“Which?”
“Your call.”
Thinking it’d be funny, I hand Rollie the tape I’d found earlier,
the one with all the moaning.
“Pop it in,” he says, not looking at me. “I’m watching the road.”
The moaning starts in and I stifle laugher.
“That one’s not music,” Rollie says, eyes ahead. “It’s for
meditation.”
“I didn’t know you meditate.”
“I meditate.”
“While driving?”
“You can’t be doing anything else when you meditate, that’s the
whole point.”
The Rollie I know doesn’t meditate. No one I know meditates. It
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would have been easier to believe Rollie was an officer of the law.
“Are you a monk now?”
But Rollie doesn’t laugh. “Jesus, Jimmy. Welcome to the spinning
world, where some of us like to strive for something? I mean, don’t
you ever want to feel good about yourself?”
“I feel good right now.”
This time Rollie laughs. “You feel good? You’re less than a
month out of jail for attempted murder, your parents are afraid of
you, no license, no job, no money to speak of, and I’m the only one
will give you the time of day and you’re telling me you feel good
about all that?”
“I feel good. What can I say? You want me to feel another way?”
“I’m amazed by you, man. Whatever they have you on, it either
isn’t working or it’s working too well.”
We unload the ladder at Rollie’s place, change the bulbs in
the hallway, and then settle in the den with some beers. We watch
TV, talk about nothing, until Rollie says he’s going to his room to
meditate.
“Seriously?”
“Seriously.”
“You meditate before you sell pot to kids?”
“Actually, since I’ve started meditating, I don’t sell pot, to
anyone.”
“What’s gotten into you?”
Rollie stares me down, sort of shaking his head like he
disapproves of my outfit. “Jimmy, I love you man, really, we have
history and all that. But I’m not standing still. Know what I mean?”
“You learning to dance, too?”
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“Yeah, I’m learning to dance, Jimmy. You nailed it.”
Before heading back to the bedroom, Rollie says he’s got
someone coming over and asks if I want him to drive me home when
he’s done with his meditating.
“Who’s coming over?”
“Laura.”
“Ridgeby?”
“Ellenport.”
I tell Rollie no thanks for the ride, saying I have to clear my head
or some other near truth, and he spots me a few Reds for the walk.
“Keep moving, Jimmy,” he says, making some kind of pendulum
motion with his hand.
In the driveway at my parents’ house, I stand by the line of hostas
I helped my father plant during prom year—before, before, before—
listening through open windows as my folks use all the words I’ve
heard before. A few new ones. The new ones aren’t surprising.
Nothing is surprising. When my grandfather died, in his own home
in America, everyone extolled his strength and resilience. The
human spirit cannot be bound! But the degradation and torture he
experienced ground into his genes, implanting itself, rearing its head
in me. Therapists call it inherited trauma, and unaccompanied by the
traumatic circumstances themselves, it’s just residue, sickness.
On the edge of the yard, a dogwood is starting to bud, and near
its base a squirrel nibbles one of the season’s first nuts. Everything
moving forward and it’s like I’ve been shot with a paralytic. At one
point my father turns toward the window and I think he sees me,
although I can’t be sure; he squints sort of—a sign of recognition,
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maybe—but he may have just been appraising a smear of bird shit on
the window, then he turns back to my mother and they keep talking.
I suck on the last Red from Rollie—then flick it into the bushes and
take off jogging, in search of someone to hit.
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SUNRISE QUILT
Lisa Rigge
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WITH US LATE AND SOON
Monique Gagnon German

It is Thursday
not quite night
and the clouds
are dolloped across
the sky like Cool Whip art,
thick puffs pure white
above the pendulum swing
of rushing cars to and from
on highways and byways
stitching on our honeycomb
quilt of high-rise
office parks and homes.
We have no idea
what it is all about
but sometimes
a few pieces arrive
like pollen on air,
like dandelion fuzz,
and we wind up somehow
aware of the smiling
grille-work of our lungs.
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Look on the horizon,
you point way up,
how the clouds shine there
in the sunset like a spilled bag
of chrome saxophone notes!
We watch them
spreading out, lining up
like sheet music
sharps and flats
of a song dissipating so fast
it can only
be hummed right now by us
and only once.
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DO YOU PRAY FOR ME ON SUNDAYS
Lina Khan

I want your weekends, but you give me Thursdays.
Four days out of the month, fifty-one out of the year,
Because, like, Thanksgiving is for family and I’m just
For cold Thursday nights bundled up in your quilt;
You’ll quit me by the next day.
I’m your late-night girl, three a.m. Thursdays,
After, like, three glasses of wine when you know
It only takes two for you, and
You’re drunk on me, swinging back and forth
Like a pendulum, like one day is simultaneously too much
And enough and too little and, like, you fill
My sentences like likes and ums,
And I fill your silences with sentiments
I know you don’t feel, and, like,
I wonder if you pray for me on Sundays
Like I do for you, but, like, then I remember
I take up space in your mind like I take up
Space in your week, like one day out of seven
Fifty-one times a year.
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THE KEEPER OF THE HEARTS
Madeline Mertz

IT was crowded for a Thursday; grumpy men and women and
children sitting in seats or clinging to overhead bars while scowls
adorned their faces, and the steady drip-drip of their gray, wet
rain gear made a symphony on the floor. It was silent inside the
car, no one dared make a peep, and it smelled sourly of warm
bodies and foiled weekend plans. My hands ached from clutching
tightly around the cold, wet handle of my umbrella that was nestled
between my rubber boots.
I sat straight up to avoid knocking into the two people seated
on either side of me as the train screeched and rocked to a halt, the
yellow lights overhead flickering in protest as the doors opened,
and the scowls dressed in gray left the train, several new figures
coming to stand in front of me, a flash of color catching my eye.
I had to blink several times once I looked at the man. He wore
a green raincoat, over bright red trousers, and he stared directly
ahead of him, over my head and out the window with a bright
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smile on his face and eyes so wide I could see the whites of them.
He didn’t look like the rest of the gray ones either, his skin was
a stark white, cold from being in the rain, and his dark hair was
dripping wet and slicked back with water. He carried no umbrella
or bag. He wore no boots either; just rain-drenched sneakers that
looked as though they would make squelching sounds when he
walked, from all the water pent up inside of them. He looked over
my head through the window, and I looked at him.
Several scowlers had moved away from the man in the green
coat now, condensing the masses of gray in the car, so that there
was a small bubble of space around him now. The woman on the
left of me shot out of her seat as soon as the car screeched to a halt,
breaking my stare at the man in the coat for only a millisecond.
Yet when she had passed and my eyes returned to him, I found that
his eyes were no longer staring over my head now, they were fixed
on mine. I could no longer see the gray ones then. All the scowls
disappeared, and the train car was suddenly empty of all but the
two of us.
His eyes were dark, not quite brown, but not black either, and
they were rimmed in something, kohl or eyeliner, I couldn’t tell.
On any other person, his eyes would have looked like empty pits,
black holes full of nothing but sucked energy; yet on him, they
carried the same puzzling darkness as the rest of his features.
It seemed like I should speak to him, start some form of
conversation to break the staring limbo that we had begun. Yet,
I couldn’t think of a single thought or question that would fit this
moment. I was so deep in thought that I nearly jumped when I
heard him say a quiet “hello” in a light raspy tenor, conjuring
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pictures in my mind’s eye of harsh fall winds and voices that
whisper out from the darkness and under beds.
It took a great deal of effort to get my lips to form into the same
quiet “hello.”
He took a step closer then, settling into the seat next to me on
the empty train, never breaking eye contact between us. I could
hear the squelch of his shoes when he walked. He smelled like
smoke and spices and something more, the scent of him enveloping
me completely.
I wanted to know more.
“What’s your name?”
“Damien. What about you? Do you have a name?”
It seemed like a strange thing to ask; why not just ask what
my name was? Of course I had a name. I told him my name barely
above a whisper and he nodded thoughtfully.
“That’s a nice name. I like names. I like the power they hold.
What if I knew the names of every person in the world? Well then I
might just be the most powerful person in the world.”
I frowned in confusion. It didn’t seem to me that my name
was anything out of the ordinary, or that knowing it provided any
sort of power. Damien must have seen the confusion on my face,
because he spoke again.
“If I knew the names of every person in the world, and I
walked through Times Square, I could stand in the center and shout
the names of random people passing by, and out of nothing more
than reflex, every single name that I shouted would be forced to
turn around and look at me, even if it was only for a second.”
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I opened my mouth, then shut it again, considering his words.
When I thought of powers, I usually thought of flying or magic
spells, not just saying someone’s name. Though I didn’t want to be
rude, so I let him be.
There was something eerie about him. He didn’t seem to move
like other people did. Every one of his motions was fluid and
purposeful, as though he knew that specific motion was exactly
what he was meant to be doing at that point in time. I had never
seen him walk down the street, but if I ever did, I knew exactly
how he would look. Confident, with his head high and strides long,
never once slipping or stumbling or crashing into anyone.
“Do you like the rain?”
I shook my head slowly, my eyes fixed on his.
“How sad,” he mused, tipping his head back against the grimy
window.
I wasn’t quite sure how to respond to that. I didn’t think it was
sad that I didn’t like being soaking wet on the subway. I thought
it was fairly normal. But then again, Damien and his bright green
coat and manic smile weren’t normal, so perhaps I seemed strange
to him. The absence of all the gray didn’t disturb me. I didn’t know
where all the people had gone, but I didn’t miss them. I wondered if
he had noticed them.
“Where did the people all go?” I asked without looking away
from him.
“What people? No one left. There were never any people here.”
I opened my mouth to protest, but as I thought about it, I
couldn’t remember all the people getting off the train. My mind
was slow and foggy now, like I was looking at the world through
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cloudy water. I shook my head once to clear it, and all thoughts
of where the gray ones had gone eddied from my mind and my
attention returned to him.
“Do you ride the subway every day, Damien?”
His smile widened again. “I usually prefer to walk, but I
suppose it’s not so bad with you here.”
I smiled at the complement. I wanted him to like me, though I
wasn’t sure why.
“I will admit, though, I am bored of riding the subway. Would
you like to get off at my stop?”
He stood up, offering a hand to me, and I took it without
hesitation. Stop, a small voice in the back of my mind whispered.
Damien tugged on my arm again and we were stepping off the
subway and onto the station. I had never seen this station before. I
didn’t know how far into the city we were or how long I had been
talking to him on the train.
It was clean, though, cleaner than any subway station I had seen
before, and it was completely empty of gray figures. Magazines
stood in perfect rows on their rack in the corner, and a spotless
escalator led up to the ground above. The concrete was clean too,
free of wet footprints or puddles.
It was only then that I realized he was still clutching my hand,
leading me along towards the escalator. His hand was cold and
clammy, and it only made the sense of wrongness around him
heighten, though my mind was far too muddy to think much into
it. I turned to Damien, frowning in confusion as I could feel my
anxiety start to rise for the first time since I had started talking to
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him.
“Where are we going?”
“Don’t worry. We’re headed to my house.”
Any anxiety I’d previously had washed away with his words,
replaced by the same cloudy complacency I’d been feeling since
he’d appeared.
We stepped onto the escalator, one of my hands encased in his,
while my other clutched around the handle of my umbrella. We
ascended out onto the platform in blaring sunlight. Not a single
trace of the earlier downpour to be seen. The pavement was cool
and dry, the crisp autumn air sending a chill through the thin
sleeves of my raincoat. Buildings stood tall all around us, and
while I could see the gray ones through the windows of a quilting
shop and the restaurants, there wasn’t a single person to be found
milling about the streets.
Had we been on the subway long enough for the rain to stop
and the city to dry? Surely not.
I frowned as I looked around at the landscape, twisting my arm a
bit in his grip to get a better view, but not truly fighting him.
His expression flickered then, the cool smile fading to an
expression of frightening annoyance, his brows creasing inwards.
And something…dark…flickered in his eyes, like a shadow moving
under a pane of glass, but then it was gone. His expression returned
to the same composed smirk, and his hand clamped down on my
arm again, harder this time. I gasped at the pain and opened my
mouth to say something, but before I could get the words out, my
mind grew foggy again and my vision clouded over slightly.
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The part of my mind that had tried to pull away from him felt
like a dog on a leash, being led wherever my master bid, and that
frustrated me. He was the man on the subway. I liked him. I had
talked to him, but I did not want to go wherever he was taking
me. Though I could tell at this point that if I simply asked to leave,
my wish would not be respected. My mind would only cloud over
again and I would be a puppet once more.
Was he a magician? A psychic? That would explain why he
could control my mind. Though that would mean he had managed
to control both me and every person on the subway. Was he really
controlling me? Or were the sudden blanks and strange changes
of scenery my own doing? Was I going crazy? My head hurt from
thinking about it, and my feet ached from walking so fast in my
heavy rain boots. I could not go wherever he was taking me.
“Are we going to your house?” I asked lightly, making sure to
keep my steps in line with his so he didn’t think I was trying to get
away again.
“We’re going somewhere nice.” He looked down to smile slyly
at me. “You’ll like it.”
His words were spoken so calmly that a shiver went down my
spine that had nothing to do with the cold or my wet clothes.
“Nice how?” I prodded innocently.
He didn’t respond; instead he took a sharp left, pulling me
harshly into an alley with him so that I stumbled over my feet,
my clunky boots making it hard to keep upright, and my umbrella
slipped out of my hand, clattering onto the pavement.
“Wait! My umbrella!” I cried out, reaching back after it while
he pulled me to my feet and tugged me along, leaving the yellow
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umbrella lying sadly at the entrance to the alleyway. I could feel
the panic rising in my chest. Whatever hold he had over my mind
was now gone; he didn’t find it necessary to keep me happy and
complacent now that we were out of sight of all the gray ones.
I had been so annoyed by the presence of all the gray, of all
the mundane earlier. Now, I missed it. I wanted normalcy back. I
had wanted some color, some adventure, and I had found that in
Damien, and now I was paying the price. I opened my mouth in a
feeble attempt to scream, but the sound was stuck in my throat, and
my mouth suddenly went dry, tasting of alcohol and dust. It was the
same sensation that had taken over my mind so many times, only
now it was my body.
We turned another corner, starting down another alleyway. As
we kept walking, the scenery began to morph as well, signaling
that Damien was no longer bothering to charm me with the look
of the city. The previously sunny sky began to darken, turning to
a somber gray, and the clean, dry pavement became wet again,
puddles slowly reappearing. We were swerving between bags of
trash that had been tossed in the street in haphazard piles in the
alleyway.
I couldn’t scream, but he wasn’t bothering to control my mind,
and the rest of my body was still my own. I began to fight then,
digging my heels into the pavement and tugging against his hold
on my arm. I opened my mouth over and over like a gaping fish,
pushing against the feeling in my throat and willing myself to
make a sound, any sound.
My fighting did next to nothing against Damien’s strength, he
simply dragged me after him, and any kicks I aimed at him with
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my wet boots left no marks on his red pants. He wasn’t human, not
a normal one at least, and I didn’t know what he wanted from me.
We made one more turn into an alley, arriving at the back
door of a red brick building. The door was dark rusted metal, and
an aura surrounded it that made the hairs on the back of my neck
stand up. The building radiated the same wrong feeling as Damien
did. It was an otherworldly place, and I knew for a fact that I did
not want to go inside.
“Welcome to my house.” He chuckled lightly, and I could feel
angry helpless tears beginning to well in my eyes.
I couldn’t see anything inside when he opened the door. It
was completely dark, and a sickly-sweet smell emitted from the
blackness. I cringed.
“Come on in.” Damien laughed at my expression and then
threw me forward, my feet tripping over the threshold so that
I gasped as I landed hard on a tile floor in the darkness. I
immediately pushed myself to my feet and whirled around, but
I only got a glimpse of Damien’s outline as the door swung shut
behind him, sealing us into the building.
“How about a little light?” He trilled in a sing-song voice like a
child would use to cite nursery rhymes.
I shielded my eyes as the light flicked on. I was in a building
that looked as though it had once been a studio of some sort,
but was now converted into a living space. Huge floor-to-ceiling
windows made up the front wall, giving us a view of all the gray
ones walking past. I jumped up then, waving my arms in the air,
trying to catch the attention of one of them, and Damien watched
with a smirk on his face, leaning back against the wall. It took me a
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moment to realize the reason he was so calm was that the windows
were tinted. We could see the gray ones, but they couldn’t see us. It
was the worst sort of torture, having help right in front of me, but
they couldn’t see me or hear me.
“Having fun there, little mouse?” he crooned as I stopped
jumping, staring out the windows in defeat.
“My name isn’t mouse,” I snapped, though deep down I knew
he was right. I was a mouse that had left the safety of my home
because I had seen something shiny and now I was caught in a
trap.
The rest of the room was fairly plain. There were no rugs on
the tile floor or chairs, but there was a small kitchenette in one
corner, and a pendulum clock pushed against one wall. The other
walls were covered with oak shelves that were filled with jars of
things that I couldn’t see from the center of the room.
He was going to kill me; I knew it now. I was going to die with
hundreds of potential saviors standing right outside the glass.
He was on me then, before I had a chance to make another
peep. He gave me a two-handed shove forward so that I went
sprawling across the floor again, landing hard on my stomach and
knocking the side of my head painfully against the ground. What
do you want from me?! I mouthed desperately, squirming and
kicking as hard as I could when he stalked over again to pin my
hands behind my back.
It was then that I took a closer look at what was in the jars that
lined the walls: floating in a yellow liquid were familiar organs.
Hearts. There was one in each jar, and hundreds of jars along the
walls.
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My limbs stilled in shock as I realized what this meant. He was
going to cut my heart out.
Not only was he going to kill me, but it would be in the most
disgusting and inhumane way possible.
Pure unfiltered panic raced through my veins, and I kicked
back harder and harder, my clunky rain boots making hollow
sounds against his arms and shoulders. I arched my back to kick
higher, trying to hit somewhere that would hurt. Finally, my foot
landed against his face, and he lurched back away from me with a
sickening crunch, cursing. As soon as he was occupied, I felt the
grip on my throat lessen, freeing my vocal cords.
I screamed then, scrambling to my feet. My whole body was
trembling as I sprinted towards the door, freedom the only goal.
All I wanted was the gray.
I grabbed the handle of the metal door, desperately trying
to turn it, but it was stuck. It wouldn’t open without whatever
magic Damien had used on it. The door wasn’t a way out, but the
windows and the gray ones were.
He was still kneeling on the floor, nursing a nose that was
crooked and dripping blood onto the tile floor. He seemed to
have completely forgotten that I was there, or at least he wasn’t
bothering to use magic on me.
I sprinted towards the windows now, snatching one of the
jars up off the shelf and hurtling it as hard as I could through
the glass. I could hear him moving behind me then. He gave a
tortured scream as he watched the jar go flying, one of his precious
keepsakes ruined.
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The yellow liquid and broken glass splattered over the
pavement outside and several gray ones passing by gasped and
screamed, ducking out of the way of the broken window and organ
jar. I ignored them, bursting through and taking off through the
window. My heart was pounding when I landed, and my head was
heavy. I was tired of fighting. I jumped a bit when a gray figure
knelt next to me.
“Are you okay? I saw you run out of that window.”
She was gray. I noticed that first, but as I looked at her longer, I
began to notice other things about her. She was young, maybe only
a few years older than me, and she had laugh lines around her eyes.
She looked at me with a genuine smile too; it was soft and warm,
with none of Damien’s hard ice. Yes, she was gray, but she seemed
good.
“Can you help me?” I croaked, my voice coming out scratchy
from stress and suppressed screams.
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She held out a hand to me and I took it, nearly gasping as my
skin met hers, for as soon as I touched her, color suddenly exploded
around me. The sky turned from its gray hue to a light sunset
purple, and the crisp fall air was paired with buildings painted in
an assortment of colors. Even the woman in front of me was no
longer gray. Her hair was flaming red and the coat she wore was a
bright yellow, brighter, even, than my own.
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PATCHWORK MOONLIGHT
Karin Hedetniemi
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GOD LOVES ME EVEN THOUGH
Sophia Cannizzaro

my mother needled fibers, stabbing and stabbing,
until everything came together. I was small and wondered
why it was called quilting if no quilt resulted.
I made quills from found feathers and wrote with them,
every thing was a tool when I was so young.
ink splattered on my hands, tattooing myself. people say
it is impressive, to be able to inflict such pain
on my own body. I say the pain is most of the point,
unfortunately. stabbing and stabbing, dots at a time,
this was before I bought my tattoo machine. I worked with
sewing needles and pen ink and none of it stayed in my skin,
except the pain, which was most of the point, unfortunately.
I swung between masochism and sadism like a good little girl.
I take a BDSM test now and it says I am mostly vanilla,
which I don’t believe for a second. a crystal on a chain
answering my own questions. I always theorized about
whether the pounding of my blood in my fingers
decided the way it moved. I forget what was yes
and what was no, but the pendulum made circles
and I felt answered. my mother says I am anxious because
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I was not raised to know that god loves me. but I do
know that god loves me because she sends me
beautiful insects when I am sad, and I tattoo them on my hands.
then my hands say god loves me even though I love pain so much,
even though I am not a missionary vanilla kind of girl,
god loves me even though I quilt myself into being, stabbing and stabbing.
god loves me because the pendulums make circles and the needles
puncture me and because every thursday I pray for the arrival of my shift drink
and for my lover to survive another day. god loves me even though
I only have time to call her once a week. my psychiatrist says I have
OCD tendencies and I remember walking down the stairs when I was little,
I had to say my prayers before I reached the bottom. the lord’s prayer,
the prayer where I asked for my house not to be struck by lightning
and burned down, the prayer where my parents stayed alive until I was dead.
I woke up in the middle of every night and roamed the house,
checking that everyone was breathing. sometimes I found my parents
having missionary vanilla sex and was very glad they were alive.
they said they were playing a game or that they were showing each other
how much they loved each other. like I didn’t know what sex was at nine years old.
and still god loves me.
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MOTHER MARY COMES TO ME
Heidi Seaborn

Madonna swings
like a pendulum
from breast to breast.
I am not a believer—
the pendant’s for protection.
A virgin absolving
me of every risk.
Better a harlot near
my heart in warning:
I have slept with strangers,
I’ve married often.
If it’s Thursday, it’s Theo.
Tell me, love,
what part of the body
do you worship?
I lather my limbs,
salve the slope
of my back.
Press my palms
to the psalm and hymn
of every him.
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Then invite them in
to pray at the alter
of my quilted flesh.
Until Madonna swings
into view, crossing
my heart with her shadow,
cloistering my libido,
protecting me from me.
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Kateryna Bortsova is a painter and graphic artist with a BFA
in graphic arts, as well as an MFA. Kateryna’s work has appeared
in many international exhibitions. She also won a silver medal in
the realism category in New York’s Factory of Visual Art and the
2015 Emirates Skywards Art of Travel competition.

Randall Brown is the author of the award-winning collection

Mad to Live. His essay on (very) short fiction appears in The Rose
Metal Press Field Guide to Writing Flash Fiction: Tips from
Editors, Teachers, and Writers in the Field, and he appears in Best
Small Fictions 2015, 2017, and 2019, and The Norton Anthologies
New Micro: Exceptionally Short Fiction & Hint Fiction. His essays
have also appeared in Grey House’s Critical Insights: American
Short Story and Critical Insights: Flash Fiction. He has been
published and anthologized widely, both online and in print. Recent
books include the flash fiction collection This Is How He Learned
to Love (Sonders Press 2019), the prose poetry collection I Might
Never Learn (Finishing Line Press 2018) and the novella How Long
is Forever (Running Wild Press 2018). He is also the founder and
managing editor of Matter Press and its Journal of Compressed
Creative Arts. He received his MFA in Fiction from Vermont
College.
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Sophia Cannizzaro is a perpetual student moving between
New Orleans and New York. She has had works published in
softblow, dialogist, isacoustic*, and Monstering Magazine, among
others.

Rebecca Egan is a psychology student whose work has been
featured in Peeking Cat Poetry and Persephone’s Daughters.

Karin Hedetniemi is a nonfiction writer and street photographer
from Vancouver Island, Canada, inspired by the natural world
and ordinary beauty in quiet places. Her photos appear in
Barren Magazine, CutBank, Invisible City, Pithead Chapel, and
many other literary magazines. In 2021, her photo cover art was
nominated for Best of the Net.

Zebulon Huset is a teacher, writer, and photographer. He
won the Gulf Stream 2020 Summer Poetry Contest and his
writing has appeared in Best New Poets, Rattle, Meridian, The
Southern Review, Fence, and others. He publishes the prompt
blog Notebooking Daily and edits the journals Coastal Shelf and
Sparked.

Julie Iannone earned an MFA in Creative Writing from George
Mason University. Her short script, Geist, was a HollyShorts
Official Screenplay Selection and received third place in the
Slamdance Film Festival short screenplay category. Her fiction has
appeared in the Washington City Paper, FOLIO, WWPH Writes,
and is forthcoming in Evening Street Review.
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Lina Khan is a writer from Scottsdale, Arizona, who received her

Brady Riddle currently resides in Shanghai, China, where he

BFA in Writing for Screen and Television from the University of
Southern California’s School of Cinematic Arts.

teaches secondary English at Shanghai American School, Pudong
Campus. He is also the literary editor for A Shanghai Poetry Zine
and an active member of Shanghai’s Inkwell Writers’ Poetry
Workshop. Brady has been a featured poet and presenter at writers’
conferences and poetry festivals from Houston, Texas, to Muscat,
Oman, to Beijing, China. Most recently, Brady’s work can be found
in A Shanghai Poetry Zine and Alluvium in Shanghai, China;
Spittoon Collective in Beijing; Voice & Verse Poetry Magazine in
Hong Kong; Prospectus: A Literary Offering in the US; and Rat’s
Ass Review in the US.

Madeline Mertz is a creative writing and business major at
Truman State University and author of Rebuilding Atlantis.

Maggie Munts is a poet, writer, and creative. Her poems
illuminate the transcendent aspects of seemingly ordinary
moments and memories. She received her BA from Pomona
College in Claremont, California, and is currently a graduate
student at Columbia University.

Greg November lives and writes in Seattle, Washington. He

was a 2021 Jack Straw Writer, teaches writing at North Seattle
College and Highline College, reads submissions for New England
Review, and was a finalist for the 2020 Curt Johnson Prose Award
for Fiction. His work has most recently appeared in Boulevard,
Carve, Hawaii Pacific Review, Epiphany, and Juked, among other
places. His story “Decoys” is currently a finalist for the Miller
Audio Prize from Missouri Review. He has an MFA from UC,
Irvine.

Lisa Raatikainen’s writing has appeared or is forthcoming in
Whale Road Review, Moist Poetry Journal, Eunoia Review, and
elsewhere. She holds degrees in religion and biology, and can most
commonly be found either herding her small children or teaching
piano lessons from her home in Vermont.

Lisa Rigge has been involved with photography since the early
1980s. For two years she studied at the MIT Photography Lab
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. In 1992, she began to hand-color
black and white darkroom prints with photo oils and pencils. As
digital images eclipsed silver gelatin images, she switched to handtinting digital images with pastels and pencils. She is a teacher,
photographer, and artist. “Sunrise Quilt” is a hand-tinted digital
photograph with collage materials added to the quilt.

Heidi Seaborn is executive editor of The Adroit Journal and
author of PANK Poetry Prize winner An Insomniac’s Slumber
Party with Marilyn Monroe, the acclaimed debut Give a Girl
Chaos, and the Comstock Review Chapbook Prize winner Bite
Marks. Recent work has appeared in Beloit Poetry Journal,
Brevity, Copper Nickel, Cortland Review, Diode, Financial Times
of London, The Missouri Review, The Offing, The Slowdown, and
the Washington Post. Heidi holds an MFA from NYU and teaches
at the Hugo House.
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Saurabh Sinha is a neurosurgeon who writes poetry that
considers the profound meetings they have with patients and their
families, and what the ripples of those encounters may be like.
Saurabh’s poetry has previously appeared in the medical journals
JAMA and Neurology, and is upcoming in Tipton Poetry Journal
and Beyond Words.

Carine Topal’s work has appeared in many journals and
anthologies including The Greensboro Review and Iron Horse
Literary Review. She is the recipient of several awards and her fifth
collection of poetry, In Order of Disappearance, was published in
2017.

Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad is an Indian-Australian
artist and poet who serves as a chief editor for Authora Australis.
Her recent artworks have been showcased in West Trestle Review,
Oyster River Pages, and Libretto, as well as on the covers of The
Amsterdam Quarterly, Pithead Chapel, Ang(st) the Body Zine,
and elsewhere. She lives and works in Sydney on the unceded
traditional lands of The Eora Nation.
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AJ Miller is a freelance editor and writer. Her stories (published
under various pen names) have appeared in SmokeLong Quarterly,
Every Day Fiction, Flash Flood Journal, and Outlook Springs.
Her work has been nominated for Best Small Fictions. She loves
supporting writers and the literary community. Over the years,
she's volunteered for many writing organizations and enjoys
reading all types of genres. She has spent a considerable amount
of time studying, writing, and editing flash fiction, a short form
that dazzles her. She's currently at work on a flash novella. AJ lives
in Florida with her husband, daughters, and two dogs. She can be
found on twitter @authorajmiller.
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